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The Problem: How We Got Here, Part 1
*SSW Are Not Able to Consistently Promote Universal Strategies
– SSW are not doing them consistently & do not feel prepared to do them well
– SSW spend most of their time with at-risk students in Tier 3 and crisis
– After grad school, most U.S. school clinicians have no direct clinical
supervisor, ever again
*SSW Do Not Feel Prepared to Use Data Effectively
– Many SSW report lacking confidence, resources, and supports to be datadriven and evidence-informed in their practice
Sources: Kelly et al., 2010; Kelly et al., 2015; Kelly et al., 2016; PatakPietrefesa, Bowen, Williams, & Kelly, 2019)

How We Got Here, Part 2
•Some hopeful signs: In our Latent Profile Analysis, 17% of our
sample were poised to do practice across the tiers using evidenceinformed and ecological approaches and another 67% do it at least
some of the time. (Thompson, Frey, & Kelly, 2019)
•3 Professional Learning Community (PLC) projects we completed in
Chicago, Canada, and Michigan show that meaningful professional
development can “stick” (Brake & Kelly, 2019; 3 other manuscripts
in preparation + our Campbell PLC systematic review protocol)

The Tech: How Can We Create...
• Online tools that are evidence-informed, free,
and easy to use (www.schoolsocialwork.net)
• A network of School Mental Health Master
Mentors to provide their expertise? (Our new
SSWNetwork social media site)
• Sustainable & evidence-informed Professional
Learning Communities (PLCs)?(SSWNetwork
again, 2,060+ clinicians are already there!)
• How the SMHAPP Certificate fits in…

Potential Topics for 2019-20 Content

SSWNetwork Members (N=400) Want Help With:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Data/Progress Monitoring/Assessment (by far, over
50% of the responses)
Small group interventions (tier 2, in your office, and
classroom; overall desire to learn more group skills)
Learning more effective clinical SSW interventions for
their 1:1 caseload time
Goal Writing
Teaching students how to self-regulate

SSWNetwork August-October 2018

•SSWN: Re-launched in November 2016
3,500 FB likes, 1,157 Twitter Followers, Articles posted
are regularly read by 5-10,000 school clinicians
•SSWNetwork: Launched in August 2018
As of today, 1,830 school clinicians have joined the site
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Introducing the SMHAPP Certificate

The 2019-21 SMHAPP Cohort

The 2018-20 SMHAPP Cohort

Required SMHAPP Curriculum
•

•
•
•
•

Integrative Seminar I (3 credits, online)
– Taught by Dr. Michael S. Kelly & Other Expert SMH Faculty (Lots of
SBFC content both years)
Integrative Seminar II (3 credits, online)
– Taught by Dr. Michael S. Kelly & Other Expert SMH Faculty
Evidence-Based Practice in Schools (3 credits, online)
– May take in either Year 1 or Year 2
Strength-based Interventions in Schools (SFBT, MI) (3 credits, online)
– May take in either Year 1 or Year 2
Special Topics in School Social Work
(3 credits, online & summer immersion weekend)
– Based on student input, previous courses have included:
•Strategies Across the 3 Tier Model: Effective Interventions for Response to
Intervention (RTI) and Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS)
•Data Done Right in School Mental Health

The Importance of Being Evidence-Informed

The Model: SSW Are Visible,
Valuable & Vital
Key parts of all our SMHAPP Projects:
– Identifying a problem,
– Identifying data sources for a needs assessment,
– Building key alliances,
– Delivering the intervention,
– Measuring the outcomes, and
– Keeping it on the school radar (Social Marketing)
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WELCOME! Get ready
to be brave enough to
be a change agent in
your school.

LEARN the process
needed to define your
school project and to
start the work to put it
into action.

In the beginning, the desire for my school change project
was to assess how consistently teachers at my school
implemented 2nd Step as a Tier 1 Social Emotional
Learning Intervention. My hypothesis was that full
implementation of 2nd step, by teachers, was low and
consequentially lead to increased levels of students being
considered for tier 2 intervention.

MID SEMESTER 1

In class, we read about Building Teacher
Capacity and about some of the obstacles
that prevent teachers from implementing Tier
1 intervention curriculum

THE PROBLEM

The Tier 2 team develops interventions...
...but many interventions are not implemented with

EARLY SPRING
2019

I learned that our Principal and her three
Assistant Principals were all being relocated
the following year and that a many of our
teachers would be transferring from our
school as well. Our principal had seven years
leading our school.

fidelity or no data was collected. The team has
difficulty evaluating the interventions.
EARLY SUMMER
2019

DOES INTERVENTION WORK?

I learned that our four-hour staff training for
Lion's Quest would be in August,two days
before school would began

In a word, YES.
Initial special education evaluations were reduced
the first year of our RTI team intervention planning,
by 63%, with a 80% reduction in Does Not Qualify
results.

EARLY SUMMER
2019

I decided to review the last two years of office
discipline referral data to identify the top
offenses. Then I researched what I could find
about the skills that Lion's Quest would offer
our students and compared them to the skill
deficits our student's demonstrate to gauge
how this program would meet our student's
needs

AREAS IDENTIFIED FOR IMPROVEMENT
PROCESS TOOLS- Such as standard data collection
tools, and evaluation forms
EVIDENCE INFORMED INTERVENTIONS - complied in
a handy spreadsheet for reference and tracking
COMMUNICATION- Coaching, support, follow-up and

Schools are dynamically changing. Key staff leaves,
positions are eliminated.

LATE SPRING 2019
Our incoming building administrative team
announced that our new Tier 1 curriculum
would become Lion's Quest, a departure
from 2nd Step as a curriculum resource for
Tier 1 universal intervention.

LATE SPRING 2019
We were assigned a reading in class about
implementation science and in the article, I
learned about the years (3-5) it actually takes to
implement a new program in schools and that
there are evidence based implementation
models availble to choose from

MID SUMMER
2019

My group chose to focus our presentations to
the audience who attended the 2019 Summer
Institute on "Identifying the Problem" that
would launch our school change projects

MID SUMMER
2019

I presented my school change project to our
cohort, Dr. Kelly and Professor Capio. i
received valuable and professional
feedback. There were good recommendations
to improve my presentation

celebration of successes

NEXT STEPS

Dr. Kelly and our guest professors inspired
me to recognize the value of creating and
using data and we explored ideas to consider
when choosing to implement evidenced based
practice in schools

MID SUMMER
2019

MID SUMMER
2019

Retreated to my hotel room to make
necessary changes to improve the
effectiveness of my school change
presentation for our audience for the Summer
Institute.

I spent time being a tourist in Chicago visiting
Millennium Park during a multicultural music
festival and exploring the downtown Chicago
area

MID SUMMER 019

IDENTIFY NEW ALLIES

The next day, I presented the final draft of my
school change project presentation to the
2019 Loyola Summer Institute audience

MAP RESOURCES
IDENTIFY PRIORITIES
CARRY ON

REFERENCE:
KRIS TA FOR
S ODT,
SM H A P P S TUDEN T
WWW.ENTREPRISESCANADA.CA

END OF SUMMER
2019

Began the 2019-20 school year, participated in
training on Lion's Quest and preparing to
implement my school change project!
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SMHAPP Students Show Their (SBFC) Work

SMHAPP Students Graduating

“I completed the SMHAPP and it
was so fantastic. I learned so much.
It provided me with the knowledge
and skills that I needed to go deeper
with my work. Seriously, it was the
best professional decision I’ve
made. If you’re interested, I’m
happy to answer any questions.
Also, you can complete this
program remotely. No need to live
in Chicago. That’s just a bonus.”
Dianna Phelps, MA, MTSS
Coordinator, Philadelphia
Public Schools

Future Work
• New SMHAPP Cohort starts Fall 2020—apply
anytime before August 1st, 2020!
• Development of SSWN Editorial Team (2-year
position, all-volunteer, hopefully build strong
links with SBFC and other friends)
• SSWNetwork EBP App Pilot Testing 2019-2020
to go fully live in Summer 2020
• SMHAPP grads and current students form a
mentor group on SSWNetwork to provide
dynamic mentoring and technical assistance based
on their expertise to the 2,000+ school clinicians
there (still working this one out)
• Continue to build FB, Twitter presence

Questions For You
• What was new about the content in this
presentation for you?
• What was helpful (what take-aways can you
see bringing back to your context)?
• What questions do you have for me about this
work (including any places you might see us
collaborating to build the best online self-help
school mental health network we can)?

